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except white cloth " l. Rotterdam did not prove accept-
able to the Company, which again contemplated withdrawal
from the United Provinces and removing to the Spanish
Netherlands 2. Upon the expiration of the concordat with
Rotterdam the magistrates resumed the privileges of the
Company into their own hands, and did not re-invite the
Merchant Adventurers " with that affection and propensity
as was requisite for the honour and interest of the whole
fellowship"3. Accordingly the Company transferred the
mart to Dordrecht (1655), where greater privileges were
conceded than it had enjoyed before in the United Provinces 4.
Though the concordat was made in the first instance for
fifteen years the city, despite the opposition of the States,
henceforth became the permanent seat of the fellowship in
the Netherlands.
The end of the sixteenth century marks the turning point Turning
in the history of the Merchant Adventurers.    Hitherto
energies had been absorbed mainly in the struggle against of the
their foreign rivals : the merchants of Antwerp and the Afoen-
Hanseatic League. Now Antwerp had fallen from its high *ur€rs*
estate ; and the epitaph of the Hanse towns was already
being written by the official historian of the Company (1601)
— " They are not the men they have been. , . . We need
not much regard what they can do, for most of their teeth
are out " 5. But the Company's triumph carried with it the
seeds of its destruction : its organization had been severely
shaken by the contest : and for some years after the edict
of expulsion from Germany its authority was largely in
abeyance. The interlopers hastened to occupy the field :
even members of the fellowship traded independently 8 :
and when in 1604 a committee of the House of Commons drew
up the famous Report on Free Trade 7, it was at once
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